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Economic overview
The pandemic and the state of emergency caused by the nov-

decreased by 53% to HUF 87 billion.

el corona virus affected negatively both world and domestic

Increase of wages has not come to an end; however, the rate

economic performances. Even in this situation, Hungary’s

of increase has slowed down because of the pandemic situ-

GDP volume index was 2.2% in Q1 2020 powered by services

ation. Gross wages grew by 8.7% in the Jan-Apr period com-

and industrial production to a smaller extent.

pared to the same period of last year.

The volume of retail trade grew at a smaller pace over the

Prices have increased by 3.4% on average in the first half of

Jan-May period compared to the same period of the previous

the year. Unemployment rate climbed up to 4.7% from 3.7%

year (1.5%). With the easement of health emergency regula-

since the end of 2019.

tions opening hours restrictions were lifted for shops in the

The National Bank of Hungary modified the base rate for the

countryside from the beginning of May and from the middle

first time since May 2016;

of May also in Budapest and Pest county. This affected non-

the rate was lowered to 0.75% from 0.9%.

food retailers the most.
Guest-nights recorded at commercial accommodation fell by
56% (to 4.4 million) over the Jan-May period; foreign guests
spent 59% less nights there while the drop was 53% for domestic guests. Gross revenue of commercial accommodation
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Transactions

Yields

Due to restrictions associated with the novel coronavirus in-

Continuous yield compression of previous years stopped due

ternational travel and client meetings have decreased signifi-

to increasing uncertainty and worsening economic forecasts.

cantly since March. Despite this, property investment transac-

Prime office yields were at 5.3% at the middle of the year,

tions amounted to EUR 641 million in the first half of the year,

typical return rates approached 5.7% for retail and 7% for

representing a 39% increase on the volume registered in the

logistic properties.

same period of last year. High quality offices continue to stay
in the focus of investors accounting for 56% of the investment

Property investments

volume. Tourism, hotel and catering sectors were hit most by
restrictions upon the COVID situation and this showed in the
period’s figures as well. Two hotel transactions were closed in
H1, both commenced in 2019 already, the share of this asset
class lowered to 13% from 20% in the total volume. Market
share of retail investments fell by a greater extent, to 2% from
23%. Total worth of logistics property investments expanded
to one fifth of the transaction total; the recorded EUR 126 mil-
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majority share by Optima Investment Fund Management; the
entity became the owner of 61.49% of the company holding

Premium property investment yields

41 office buildings and 5 retail assets in 6 countries across the
region. Another portfolio sale was concluded by Goodman
selling their CEE properties to GLP. Besides portfolio dispos-

%
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als the selling of Eiffel Square office building was recorded;

9

the 23,500 sq m property was acquired by the Allianz group.
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Domestic investors continue to be strong; half of the invest-
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ments have been signed by Hungarian buyers.
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Forecast
Upon already commenced negotiations several transactions concerning prime assets may close during the second half of the year
pushing annual investment volume above the one-billion-euro line. Were there a reassuring solution to the pandemic situation,
the market would rebound quickly, and transactions would boost due to abundant liquidity, possibly during the second half of
next year. A further, slight adjustment in yields is foreseen till the end of the year, in accordance with leasing activity in different
submarkets.
Supply is expected to stay scarce in the logistics segment while investors’ demand is foreseen to stay strong. Also, demand for prime
offices is likely to keep up in the second half of the year; pricing may be adjusted in accordance with changing tenant behavior due
to the expansion of home office. Within the two sectors that were hit by the economic setback the most, namely retail and hotel,
a delay of transactions is most probable as ambiguity is remarkable. However, in case disposal of assets are forced by financial
reasons, case-by-case pricing may apply.
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